Approach
from
Woolsthorpe
Manor

Screens between:
Vestry & Sanctuary - Retained.
Organ & North Aisle - Retained
and made into articulated door.

The possibility of installing
solar panels onto the roof
should be investigated.

Tower & Nave - Repurposed as
Newton Memorial screen.

The interior of the church
should be fitted with a new
sound system (which
includes a hearing loop),
security system, and a new
lighting scheme which
extends to the exterior.

Remove pew platforms and
infill raised areas with new
flagstones

Relocate
distribution
board.

Kitchenette concealed by
servery cover on sliding
track - to provide serving
table while open.

Storage for cleaning
equipment and
flower arranging.

Newton Learning Centre purpose-built freestanding
exhibition space

Existing screen to be
carefully adapted and hinged
to allow access from lift

Storage.

Kitchenette

Organ to be removed to
achieve additional space
internally, 'Newton's sundial' to
be exposed.

Newton's Sundial

Chair store
North Aisle

New lightweight steel spiral
stair access to ringing
room.

Vestry

New lowriser
platform lift

New liturgical furniture & altar
in front of new screen - new
altar to be movable for
communion to be celebrated
at east end of nave (to be
sized to fit on plaftorm lift).

Sir Isaac Newton
Memorial Chapel
Cupboard
space

New 'Isaac Newton Memorial
Screen' commissioned as
bespoke carved partition with
imagery to explore the
relationship between science
and religion.

Pulpit

Accessible
WC
1500
turning
circle

Cupboard.
WC
Maintain access to
Tower stair for
maintenance.

Nave

Timber seat
in window
recess

Relocate Font.

Retain examples of
pews at west end.

Build-up the levels across the west end of the Nave, Aisle
and Tower to the level of the north door threshold - offset
the new floor from column bases. Replace the floor with
new light limestone and underfloor heating, remove the
existing Victorian heating grilles and reuse some of the
flagstones elsewhere in the Newton Chapel.

South
Porch

Commission a new Isaac
Newton commemorative
stained glass window in the
south window of the south
Aisle.
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Timber seat
in window
recess

South Aisle

Restoration and repairs
should be undertaken to
the Chancel and Choir
where necessary.
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Sanctuary
Altar

Vivace 40
electric organ.

New balcony to west end of
Nave at ringing room height
over the WCs - to include
glazed balustrade to maintain
views of west Tower window.

North

Chancel

Heritage Interpretation
Space - on axis with
Norman font and Saxon
cross.

Install electric retractable
projector screen into
existing arch way between
Nave and Chancel.
Remove the altar and
relocate Runic Cross - the
position of which in South
Aisle creates a relationship
between Norman Font and
Saxon Cross.
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